1 Introduction

It is clear that the post-processing needs of the EVLA will far exceed those of the VLA (or any other current interferometer). The salient features of the EVLA that will drive the post-processing software development are the capabilities to produce data covering: (i) a large instantaneous bandwidth (2:1 at the lowest frequency bands), and (ii) a large number of spectral channels (flexibly arranged in multiple spectral windows). These two features result in high data rates (> 5 MB/s) as a matter of course, with the WIDAR correlator capable of producing much higher rates (up to 350 GB/s!), and also therefore with the prospect of dealing with large (> 1 TB) datasets. Therefore, calibration and imaging of the data from the EVLA will present problems that must be solved by a combination of a scalable post-processing package, algorithmic improvements (including parallelization), and processing and I/O speed gains. This is also true for ALMA (which also has a large correlator), which must be kept in mind, especially given that one of the high level goals of NRAO software is to have common software across the observatory (as much as possible).

The package of choice for post-processing reduction (and in fact also for pipeline reduction) of EVLA data is AIPS++. This decision is based on several factors:

- AIPS++ is scalable and poised to take advantage of parallel processing (Golap et al. 2001; Young & Roberts 2000; Roberts 1996);
- Post-processing manpower at NRAO is concentrated much more heavily in AIPS++ than in any other package (AIPS, e.g.);
- ALMA has chosen AIPS++ for its post-processing needs (see documentation from the ALMA Computing IPT CDR2 which occurred June 7-8, 2004).

We note, however, that this is a decision concerning the final (when full EVLA operations begin) post-processing package, and there is an additional issue of transitioning to this end, in which AIPS plays a major role.

2 Requirements and Use Cases

The detailed requirements for the post-processing package for EVLA are listed in Myers et al. (2003), which was adapted from a similar ALMA document (Myers et al. 2002). This document describes the requirements in the general post-processing area as well as the default image archive pipeline (note that the ALMA pipeline requirements are contained in Lucas et al. [2003]). Requirements for the quick look and calibration pipelines for EVLA are contained in Butler et al. (2003). These two documents (Myers et al. 2003; Butler et al. 2003) constitute the complete set of requirements for EVLA post-processing. These documents are intended to be updated as needed, by the appropriate groups of people (the authors, mostly).

Use cases are being written by members of the scientific staff, and incorporated in the design as needed. In general, use cases are produced as requested by the AIPS++ group, when needed. NRAO staff scientists are intimately involved with the AIPS++ group, with direct and frequent contact encouraged, in order to best facilitate the flow of communication between the two groups (astronomers and programmers).
3 Common Software for NRAO Telescopes

There are two main components of the common NRAO models which affect the post-processing: the Project Model, and the Science Data Model. It is the responsibility of the NRAO e2e Oversight Committee to come up with the detailed descriptions of these global models, while each of the projects must determine in which way they deviate (most of the models are constructed as a base or core model, with the intention that each telescope defines extensions to that core model). At this point, only draft versions of the descriptions of the above models have been produced by the e2e Oversight Committee, which are available via the NRAO wiki.

3.1 Project Model

The Project Model contains the information on observational intent and the structure of the observing program. Depending on how the overall structure of the EVLA software develops, it could be considered that this is unimportant to the post-processing software itself, as the necessary information could be passed along with the data in some way. But it will likely be necessary for the post-processing software to access the information in the Project Model directly (presumably it will be stored in some database which can be queried).

3.2 Science Data Model

This model defines the content of science data products stored in the Science Archive or exported to the user community. All post-processing is defined in terms of the SDM. At the end of the Observing process data is produced which is concomitant to the SDM. Data is stored in the Science Archive in this form, and is exported to the user in an Export Data Format, which is a mapping of the SDM to some external representation such as FITS or XML. An Export Data Format will be specified that will be used to convert input received by DCAF into a form suitable for storage in the Science Archive and use by data reduction systems. Active efforts are underway to specify the format in conjunction with the needs of ALMA and GBT. The current thinking is that there will be a core NRAO SDM, with extensions for each of the particular telescopes. The core SDM will be adapted from the current ALMA Science Data Model (Viallefond & Lucas 2004). A document describing necessary EVLA extensions has been written (Benson & Fomalont 2004).

The current plan is that the EVLA Computing Division will provide a tool which will convert from the EVLA Export Data Format (which is the physical implementation of the logical structure contained in the Science Data Format) to measurement sets, for importing into AIPS++.

4 Data Reduction Pipelines

A large fraction of data collected by the EVLA will be taken in one of a handful of standard observing modes, for example, low frequency continuum, high frequency continuum, HI (neutral hydrogen) spectral line, or polarization. Given the considerable experience in reducing data taken in similar kinds of modes with the VLA, it is reasonable to assume that reduction of this type of data can be completely automated. The post-processing package (see section 5), when combined with some information collected in the observation preparation stage, during actual observing, and with some heuristics (rules for what to do given certain situations) should be sufficient to complete such automatic reductions. This does imply, however, that certain critical parts of the post-processing package which are not currently in existence are implemented and robust, for example automatic flagging of bad data, and imaging of wide-bandwidth ratio and wide-field data. There are three types of pipelines which will be utilized in the software for all NRAO telescopes, including the EVLA: the calibration pipeline; the quick-look pipeline; and the default image archive pipeline.

ALMA is devoting significant effort into investigations of pipeline reduction, and we intend to capitalize on that. In fact, the current plan is to borrow almost whole-cloth the infrastructure developed for ALMA and incorporate it as the EVLA pipelines. There will be additional items to be developed for EVLA (notably RFI flagging or excision, imaging and calibration details, and the heuristics for reducing the data [to be supplied by scientific staff and implemented by the AIPS++ group]).
4.1 Calibration pipeline

There are a number of types of observations of calibrators which will be used by the monitor and control system to set instrumental parameters necessary for observing. Among these are antenna location determination, focus determination, and reference pointing determination. In fact, for every calibrator observed, a quick reduction of the data will provide the current atmospheric conditions as well as other information. It is thus intended that all calibrators will pass through the calibration pipeline, and the results be made available to the monitor and control system. This pipeline will be a part of the TelCal subsystem.

4.2 Quick-look pipeline

During observations of a source, it is instructive to obtain an initial data reduction to see whether the instrument is behaving as expected, and in order to guide further observations (in the case of manual or interactive observing). Such an initial data reduction might use the default stored calibration parameters for things like bandpass and polarization calibration, and would not do detailed deconvolutions of the raw images. This is the job of the quick-look pipeline. Even though it is quite simple, there are a few parameters which should be able to be tuned for the quick-look pipeline, for example, when looking at maser sources, it may be only interesting to look at a small subset of the total number of available channels in order to see if the maser emission is present. The astronomer should also be able to set the frequency of how often the quick-look pipeline is run, or be able to initiate it manually (assuming that the reduction can actually be done in a relatively short amount of time).

4.3 Default image archive pipeline

It is the intent of the project that one of the primary data products of the EVLA be a standard image archive. This will be a valuable resource for future astronomers ("data-miners"), and will provide a consistent record of the images produced from the data taken by the EVLA. In addition to images, this archive would also contain intermediate products such as calibrated visibility data, and pipeline diagnostic information.

The development of a pipeline that can produce robust, scientifically viable images for an instrument such as the EVLA will be a technical challenge, and constitutes a high-risk task for the project. This pipeline will rely upon the software and algorithms developed for the general post-processing problem, as well as detailed heuristical knowledge of the processing of EVLA data, plus development of a pipeline technical framework. As ALMA is also developing a similar pipeline, we plan to co-develop as much of the capability as is possible, and concentrate what additional resources we have on the EVLA-specific tasks.

It is expected that this archive should only be initiated once for each project, although if the processing is not excessive it can be repeated if more accurate calibrations become available. Since it must be consistent across projects, there should be very few (if any) selectable parameters for this pipeline. Of course, for complicated projects which do not fit into one of the standard observing modes or models, there will be no guarantee that this pipeline will produce meaningful results. One of the difficulties is then estimating exactly what the quality of the images in the default image archive is. Various measures of image quality can be constructed, but in practice it is extremely difficult to apply them to images taken across a very wide range of the possible observing mode parameter space.

Introduction of such a pipeline into EVLA operations has a number of consequences (which we are in the process of investigating). For example, the extent to which the pipeline is automatic or requires extensive human intervention affects the staffing profile. These concerns will be placed under study, and will enter into the Pipeline Design.

5 AIPS++ for EVLA Post-Processing

For all data which cannot be reliably reduced via a pipeline, or for astronomers who wish to modify or extend what is done within the pipeline, there must be a post-processing software package capable of performing all steps necessary to turn the measured visibilities into final image cubes. For the VLA, several packages have been used for data editing and calibration over the years, but for nearly the entire lifetime
of the VLA, AIPS (Greisen 2003) has been the primary software package for data processing. For some
time now, however, AIPS++ (Cornwell & Wieringa 1997) has been developed as the modern successor to
AIPS. Currently, as described in the introduction above, AIPS++ is considered the primary package for the
calibration and imaging of data from ALMA and EVLA. However, we note that any package that satisfies all
of the requirements for EVLA post-processing (Myers et al. 2003) can be used for these purposes. Currently,
the AIPS++ software is being developed with the Scientific Software Group (SSG) at NRAO. There is
another committee looking at the longer-term issues involved with data reduction for the observatory, which
is providing input to the SSG.

5.1 Algorithm development

The developments needed for EVLA (and future interferometers in general) can be generally grouped
into three categories: doing things faster, e.g. parallelization [Golap et al. 2001; Young & Roberts 2000;
Roberts 1996] or grid computing (Berriman et al. 2003); doing things that we are already doing, but better.
such as multi-scale CLEAN (Bhatnagar & Cornwell 2003); and doing completely new things. Specifically,
in the second and third of these categories for the EVLA there are a number of important developments
needed which are common with ALMA:

- automatic flagging;
- tropospheric corrections, including “phase screen” derivation (Carilli & Holdaway 1999; Cai & Cornwell
  2004);
- exotic imaging algorithms (pixons [Cornwell 2001; Puetter & Yahil 1999], wavelets (Maisinger et al.
  2004), other Bayesian methods, etc...);
- combination of single-dish and interferometric data (Stanimirovic 2002);
- wide-field full-polarization imaging (Cornwell 2003) especially with different primary beams per antenna
  and time variable primary beams (Cornwell 2002) (some of this is common with ALMA, some unique
to the EVLA).

There are also a number which are unique (at least mostly) to the EVLA:

- wide-field, wide-bandwidth imaging (Cornwell et al. 2003; Cornwell 2002);
- RFI excision and subtraction (Perley & Cornwell 2003);
- ionospheric corrections, including “phase screen” derivation (Smirnov 2000).

The intent is for scientists and programmers to work on these algorithmic developments in concert, since
input from both is necessary to solve these very difficult problems.

6 Testing and Acceptance

A detailed testing and acceptance plan is currently being developed, given constraints on current levels
which can be supported (which is highly dependent on the total amount of scientific staff support available).
The Project Scientist for Software is responsible for the ultimate acceptance of the software, in consultation
with the overall Project Scientist. The committee of staff scientists will certainly contribute critically here
as well. It is imagined that the testing and acceptance program will mimic that of ALMA in many ways,
utilizing the NAUG and outside testers extensively.

7 Deliverables

The EVLA project, in consultation with AOC operations, determines the dates at which certain AIPS++
EVLA capabilities should be in place. A plan containing the schedule of deliverables is currently being
developed.
7.1 Development Plan

The AIPS++ group takes the timeline presented above, and confronts it with available manpower to derive the development plan. This plan has both long-term and short-term components. These must then be iterated with the EVLA project.
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